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“This is the best FIFA in 25 years,” said Oliver Bierhoff, Executive Vice President of Soccer Operations at
Electronic Arts. “It’s easier to control and play, and richer in terms of emotion, visualization, and realism. We’re

excited for the more than half a million fans across the world to play it.” FIFA 22 was developed in cooperation with
German football association, the DFB, and Spanish football association, RFEF. Features: HyperMotion Technology

Emotional Intelligence Players are more expressive and play much more like real humans Play deeper and more
intuitively as players get out of position with ease Visuals are more painterly and lifelike, with the game delivering
more realistic and lifelike player and environment visuals. You will see higher-resolution, more detailed models,
props and surfaces on the pitch, and real-world player facial animations that will convey emotion throughout the

match. The pitch has three layers: Underneath the playable surface, players will see some visual effects related to
their off-ball movement and ball contact. Just above the playable surface lies the playable surface itself, where

players will see further effects related to off-ball movement and ball contact. The third layer is the grass above the
playable surface, in which players will see visual effects related to movement around the ball, and related to the

collision of players with the grass. Deeper Tactical Intelligence Unprecedented AI usage across multiple positions
and roles. The AI will be able to use the ball more intelligently, meaning they will make use of the ball more

intelligently, and adjust their game plan more intelligently. The AI will play better players than in any FIFA game
before. In addition, the AI will use the ball better to create space for the player, as well as using the player more

intelligently to create space for the player. Advanced AI The AI will use the tools at their disposal more intelligently
in order to create match-defining moments and situations that will turn the match on its head. The AI will be able to
read the game and play accordingly. For example, if the AI thinks you are going to a crossing situation, the AI will

approach the situation with an understanding of

Features Key:

“HyperMotion Technology” uses motion capture data collected from 22 real-life players
playing a complete, high-intensity football match in motion capture suits. The data collected
from player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions is used to power FIFA 22
gameplay.
FIFA 22 introduces “HyperMotion Technology,” which uses motion capture data collected
from 22 real-life players playing a complete, high-intensity football match in motion capture
suits. The data collected from player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions is
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used to power FIFA 22 gameplay.
FIFA 22 introduces new Club creation, using the same elements seen in Ultimate Team,
making it easier to build squads from real teams around your brand new club's design.
Domination*. Allows you to take over an opponent’s players from all positions—in the air, on
the ground and in possession.
Control the movement of your team. From Subscribers Online Groups you can determine the
best action for your team and play to your strengths. Attack, shift or defend, make the right
decisions and position your team to build your path to victory.
New Sped Sticks. Require quick manoeuvres with finesse, or use precise control to bounce,
saucer, and place a shot.
Personalise your gameplay with Sticker FX, collecting and displaying player-specific Sticker
Packs, created for every player and kit combination in FIFA.
Real Motion. Gamers play a complete match in 3D and you take control of the player-in-
motion through new and improved tactical control. Create your style of play in Quick Play
through the new Skill Shot Feature, or create FreeKick Trainer Challenges for your friends.
FIFA Ultimate Team.* All new challenges. With all new excitement, new ways to play and fan-
requested features in FIFA 22, Ultimate Team has never been more accessible than now.
Packed with thousands of new cards, our most in-depth weekly community challenges and
expanded online-only features, Ultimate Team will give you brand-new ways to build your
Ultimate Team.
New Card. With thousands of authentic collectible cards to collect, Ultimate Team mode is
now more accessible and more varied than ever. New Challenges and Ultimate Team Hero 

Fifa 22 [April-2022]

EA SPORTS FIFA 20 features a host of innovations designed to play closer to the original, featuring
gameplay improvements, smarter AI, new player types and over 150 new players. Fresh Faces As always,
you’ll have the chance to play as fresh faces, like the outstanding Villarreal midfielder Jesus Vallejo, while
new player types, such as box-to-box midfielders or 20-year-old French strikers, offer further options. New
Player Types Zlatan Ibrahimovic, Robert Lewandowski, Marouane Fellaini, Bastian Schweinsteiger and
others provide a first-of-their-kind generation of star performers. More authentic rivalries As football
continues to evolve, rivalries have become more intense and more unpredictable. Featuring new rivalries
from across the globe, FIFA 20 has more ways to challenge players' top four club teams than ever before.
Improved Creation You can make more of your best club players. New training-style training modes,
advanced ball physics, team celebrations and more allow you to nurture your best players and develop
your club into a powerhouse. Improved Artificial Intelligence Your rival has never been smarter. Playing off
of your club's strengths, they will overachieve and make smarter decisions, even reacting to your tactics.
FIFA Ultimate Team Gameplay Collect, trade, and evolve over 250 new FUT cards featuring stars from
around the world. Every FUT card has its own unique abilities and attributes that can be used to improve
and customize a legendary Ultimate Team. Collect for Rewards You will have to collect players and packs
in order to earn coins. When you meet certain criteria, you will earn coins automatically. You can also earn
coins through FUT Champions. You can use coins to buy packs or packs to make new packs. Build the
Ultimate Team When you collect specific packs, your team will automatically be sorted by type and
position and then you have the option to build your squad with the available players. You can sort and filter
your squad as you like to build an ultimate team you’ll be proud to call your own. Play FUT Champions
Play FUT Champions matches live, compete against your friends to earn in-game rewards. One of the
best ways to earn coins and packs. FUT Draft & Reserves Your team will start with a set of bc9d6d6daa
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FIFA Ultimate Team (FUT) is all about changing the way you play the beautiful game and bringing together
the best players from around the world in one place. Build a dream team by collecting and developing a
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squad of footballers from different leagues and styles of play, playmaker-style, then fight your way up the
global leaderboard. Get to grips with the new improved gameplay mechanics, including dribbling and off-
ball actions, and enjoy a range of new additions for both forwards and defences, such as new player
photos, new celebrations, improved fouls and cards, FUT Legends, Fantasy Draft, and a new Matchday
experience. And if you’re a first time user of the service then it’s the perfect way to get to grips with the
new features. #1 FIFA Soccer game Step up to face some of the world’s greatest clubs and storied
franchises in the most widely-acclaimed soccer video game in history: FIFA 22! From wall-to-wall Brazilian
heat to the famed San Siro Stadium, this FIFA franchise is back with an all-new ball in a brand-new game!
And with new features like new gameplay modes, and improved stats to create the best footballers and
teams in the world, there’s never been a better time to play. Packed full of new and improved features, get
ready for the game that changed the game. THE BEST PITCH MANAGEMENT GAME ON THE MARKET
FIFA PITCH MANAGEMENT is the ultimate football simulation game; play your way to victory in the most
realistic football gaming experience ever. REALISTIC DYNAMIC CROWBAR CONTROL Attack, defend,
retain possession, buy new players or build a team from top to bottom. Watch the players’ skills grow as
your team improves, the weather changes and the match continues. Watch the crowd become more vocal
and interactive as the game progresses and you develop your own tactics! NIGHT CHANGES THE GAME
– PLAY YOUR WAY Play the modern day game like never before. Night matches are fast-paced, technical
and tactical; full of attacking moves, crossing, dribbling and skills; they’re all designed to spice up the
game and increase the level of challenge. ALL THE IMPORTANT PLAYER STATS Discover the strength
of your team in dynamic stats that show your players’ level of fitness, preferred position on the pitch and
skills.

What's new in Fifa 22:

New gameplay features
New skills engine: The FIFA Physics engine
adjusts how players move in the air and on the
pitch, reflecting how effective real-world players
are at exploiting space. You’ll notice a new first
touch, vertical precision and point shots on goal.
New Player Traits: Combine skill and attribute
traits into the deadliest of attacks for each
position.
Ball mastery: Master footwork, heading and free
kicks to move beyond defenders and score killer
free kicks and long-distance shots.
Extra Power: Gain and transfer increased
physical attributes that will help you rise above
defenders, or impossibly strike the ball. They’re
the bold and brash, but any player can be
explosive.
Shock and Awe: Feel your opponents clatter like
dinosaurs against the turf when you unleash a
powerful shot on goal.
The biggest and most reliable teammates: Your
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biggest and best players will work tirelessly for
you at all times, not matter what situation you
face.
New and improved gameplay animations: Players
and objects all react to changes in speed,
direction and force that will be familiar to pros
and fans alike.
Brand New Player Traits: Unlock your personal
signature variant of one of the biggest football
stars of the past or present. Improve your
attributes and abilities with new character kits.
New, more detailed grass and stadiums: See new
environments on the planet’s largest and most
beautiful stadiums. FIFA 22 also includes new
stadiums, including the NFL stadium and the
home of Kayserispor.
Improved grass and environmental effects: New
player and item animations on real-world
surfaces add a level of realism to the game.
Brand new game engine: Create the greatest and
most realistic football game with the most
immersive career mode in any sports game. FIFA
22 has a mobile-like build with guaranteed 60fps
experience.
Re-written Engine: Engine work and
optimisations have improved the quality and
speed of the in-game experience.
Vast new career, reputation and story modes
The perfect mix of the FIFA you know and love.
Authentic gameplay and in-depth Career mode,
plus all the features you 
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The FIFA franchise is the best-selling sports series of all
time and the only football game that offers players the
freedom to develop their personal brand of play. FIFA is
recognized by The Guinness Book of World Records as the
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all-time best-selling sports franchise with more than 200
million copies sold in 40 languages. Each year, more than
one billion FIFPro footballers use FIFA to play, coach, or
train on their favorite games. FIFA has received more than
50 Game of the Year awards and more than 50 Best Sports
Game and Best Sports Game of the Year Awards from
publications around the world. EA SPORTS FIFA is
developed by EA Canada in Burnaby, BC. EA SPORTS
FIFA 17 Tournament Edition Review | E3 2016 | Playstation
The football simulation continues to go from strength to
strength, and EA’s FIFA Soccer 16 drew an incredible
amount of praise for its industry-leading gameplay and
football vision. FIFA Soccer 16 was widely praised for its
ability to simulate the sport's tactical nuances and player
intelligence, and it earned “Most Innovative Sports Game”
awards from GameSpot and IGN. FIFA Soccer 16 also went
on to win numerous awards and accolades throughout its
year as a franchise, including “Best Sports Game” from
Game Informer and “Best Sports Game of the Year” from
Polygon and GameZone. And now, in a move that
represents a new era in simulation football, FIFA Soccer
17: Tournament Edition is on its way. Finally, the action
and the gameplay are being enhanced to take into account
the needs of today's football fan. New, improved engine
features allow you to experience the excitement of a new-
gen game, with cutting-edge graphics and intuitive
controls ensuring the biggest and best version of FIFA
ever. Whether you're already a longtime FIFA fan or you're
new to the series, the FIFA Soccer 17: Tournament Edition
will not only surprise you with its gameplay mechanics and
intuitive controls, but its brand new Career Mode will also
thrill you with its focus on both tactics and player
intelligence. FIFA Soccer 17: Tournament Edition includes
an array of new features, such as a new-gen soccer engine,
updated visuals and animations, the Football Pass and
much more. FIFA Soccer 17: Tournament Edition is also
available to buy as a standalone game, with FIFA Ultimate
Team™ included. Gameplay: Here, you can control, develop
and enjoy more than 550 authentic
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(DRI-1, 1957-2011) and the revision year and
after (DRI- 
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